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Abstract
LR parsers have long been known as being an e)cient algorithm for recognizing deterministic
context-free grammars. In this article, we present a linear-time method for parsing substrings of
LR languages. The algorithm depends on the LR automaton which is used for the usual parsing
of complete sentences. We prove the correctness and linear complexity of our algorithm and
present an interesting extension of our substring parser that allows to condense the input string,
which increases the speed when reparsing that string for a second time. c© 2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The problem of recognizing substrings of context-free languages has emerged in
several interesting applications and can be described as follows. Given a string y and
a grammar G=(V; ; P; S), we wish to know whether there exist two additional strings
x and z such that xyz is a sentence of G. An important application for a corresponding
substring parser is a method for detecting syntax errors suggested by Richter [5],
although his article does not contain such a parser. The ability to decide whether a
part of a given program is not a substring of a programming language allows the local
detection of syntax errors without performing a complete parsing process.
Several substring parsers su<ering from various drawbacks have already been pre-
sented before. Cormack’s algorithm [4] and a parallel version of it [3] only work with
the bounded-context class of grammars, which is a proper subset of the LR(1) class.
Bates and Lavie’s approach [2] is applicable for SLR(1), LALR(1) and all canonical
LR(k) grammars, but their correctness proof as well as their complexity analysis are
incorrect, as we shall show later.
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In this article, we develop a substring parser that can be used with SLR(k), LALR(k)
and canonical LR(k) grammars. Even more, our parser determines the maximum preEx
of an input string y that represents a substring. We also present another interesting
feature called condensation of substrings. This feature allows to transform an input
string y into a string ∈V+ such that ⇒∗G y and
∀ x; z: xyz ∈L(G)⇒ xz is a sentential form of G:
Thus, all reductions stored in a condensation string  of an input string y must always
be done when parsing a string that contains y as a substring. This allows the replace-
ment of y with  and increases the processing speed when reparsing the resulting string
because the mentioned reductions are automatically skipped.
We begin in Section 2 with a review of the basic terminology and deEnitions used
throughout this paper. The algorithm is then explained in Section 3. In this Erst version,
the parser is only applicable to SLR(1), LALR(1) and LR(1) grammars. The correct-
ness of this algorithm is proven in Section 4, and Section 5 deals with the analysis of
its linear time complexity. Section 6 describes the condensation feature, and Section 7
deals with the necessary modiEcations in order to use the substring parser with canon-
ical LR(k), SLR(k) and LALR(k) grammars, where k¿1. An appendix pinpoints the
already mentioned Gaws in Bates and Lavie’s work.
2. Terminology and denitions
In this section, the basic terminology and deEnitions used in this article are intro-
duced. We assume that the reader is familiar with the LR parsing technique. For more
information, the reader is directed to [1].
A context-free grammar is a quadruple G=(V; ; P; S), where V is the set of gram-
mar symbols called the vocabulary, ⊂V is a set of terminal symbols, N :=V\ is
the set of variables, P is the set of productions (or rules), and S ∈N is the start sym-
bol. A production is of the form A→ , where A∈N and ∈V∗. We use A→ 1| : : : |n
to denote the productions A→ 1; : : : ; A→ n. We assume that G is always unambiguous
and reduced, i.e., G does not contain any unnecessary symbols.
Letters used in formulas have the following meaning. Upper and lower case letters
at the beginning of the alphabet denote variables and terminals, respectively, whereas
upper and lower case letters at the end of the alphabet are general grammar symbols in
V and terminal strings in ∗, respectively. Greek lower case letters denote vocabulary
strings in V∗.
A substring of G is a string y such that there exist some x; z with xyz ∈L(G), where
L(G) denotes the language generated by G. We use SS(G) and S(G) to denote the set
of all substrings and the set of all sentential forms, respectively.
Let k ∈N0. A quadruple (A; ; ; x), written [A→ •; {x}], is called an LR(k)-item
of G if A→ ∈P and x∈6k , i.e., x∈∗ and |x|6k. An SLR(k), LALR(k) or
LR(k) parser always depends on several sets containing these items because these
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Fig. 1. The state transition diagram of the sample SLR(1) grammar.
sets make up the states of its corresponding LR-DFA, which is a deterministic Enite
automaton that is used to build up the usual functions Action and Goto. For example,
the appropriate LR-DFA for an SLR(1) grammar consisting of the rules
S → Ab|aa|aAb; A→ aa
is given in Fig. 1. Its start state, generally denoted by q0, is positioned in the upper
left corner. The emphasized states q2, q6 and q7 are the Enal states. They all contain
an item of the form S→ •; {} which indicates that the parsing process is complete.
We denote the set of all states with Q, and the transition function (which in fact
represents the function Goto) with . We extend the domain of  on sets S ⊆Q and
strings in ∗ in the usual way by establishing
(S; a) := {(q; a) | q ∈ S}; (S; ) = S and (S; aw) = ((S; a); w):
All incoming edges of a state q in an LR-DFA are labelled with an unique symbol
which we denote by ’(q). The corresponding function ’ :Q→V can be easily extented
to a function ’˜ that accepts strings s1 : : : sr in Q+ by establishing ’˜(s1 : : : sr) :=’(s2)
: : : ’(sr). Note that since s1 is often equal to q0 in the following applications of ’˜, the
Erst state s1 is omitted in the deEnition of this function because q0 does not have any
incoming edges.
A con9guration of an LR parser describes the status the parser is currently in. More
precisely, a conEguration is a pair (s1 : : : sr ; ai : : : an), where s1; : : : ; sr are the states
currently pushed on the stack (with sr on the stack top), and ai : : : an is the rest of the
input string a1 : : : an that has not yet been read. Clearly, from the way an LR parser
works, s1 must be equal to q0, and, for j=1; : : : ; r − 1, (sj; ’(sj+1))= sj+1.
Only a part of a conEguration is used to determine the next parsing step because an
LR(k) parser only looks at the next k symbols ai; : : : ; amin{i+k−1; n}. Furthermore, the
function Action only additionally needs the top state sr as a parameter. Thus, we can
deEne a partial con9guration by dropping the condition s1 = q0 and only demanding
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that the string part contains at least the next k symbols. The stack part of such a
conEguration is then called a partial stack.
Let k1; k2 be two (partial) conEgurations. We write k1 |−−S k2 and k1 |−−−−A→ k2 to denote
that k2 results from k1 due to shifting the next symbol and due to performing a reduction
by the rule A→ , respectively. Moreover, k1 |−−R k2 and k1 |−− k2 mean that k2 results
from k1 due to a reduction by some uninteresting rule and due to any single parsing
step, respectively. For example, the parsing process of the string aaab∈L(G), where
G is the grammer in the example given above, can be described as follows:
(q0; aaab) |−−S (q0q1; aab) |−−S (q0q1q2; ab)
|−−S (q0q1q2q3; b) |−−−−A→aa (q0q1q5; b) |−−S (q0q1q5q7; ):
The reGexive and transitive closure of |−− is denoted by |−−∗ . Note that from the
way an LR parser works, if (q0; vw) |−−∗ (s; w), then S rm=⇒∗ ’˜(s)w rm=⇒∗ vw, where rm=⇒
denotes the usual rightmost derivation.
3. The algorithm
We now outline the idea which supports our substring parser. In this Erst version,
it is suitable for any LR-parser with a one-symbol-lookahead (for example, an SLR(1)
parser).
Let us assume that y is the input string used with our algorithm. The substring
parser simulates the behaviour of the LR parser when processing the part y of some
input string xyw. The di<erence from a regular parsing process is that in this case the
conEguration the LR parser is in after processing x is now unknown. Moreover, there
are usually many di<erent possibilities for x and the corresponding conEgurations. Our
algorithm gets around this problem by managing several partial conEgurations at the
same time which on one hand correspond to these complete conEgurations, and on
the other hand contain all the information that result from parsing the substring y.
Using this idea, we now analyse how the partial conEgurations must look like at the
beginning.
After processing the preEx x of the complete input string xyw, the original LR parser
starts the parsing process of y= az by shifting a. Clearly, just before this step, the top
state q on the stack must satisfy the condition Action(q; a)=Shift. Conversely, every
state q with this property can in fact make up the topmost state because there always
exists some string x and a path p from q0 to q in the LR-DFA such that ’˜(p)
rm=⇒∗ x
and (q0; xaz) |−−∗ (p; az) |−−S (pq′; z), where q′ := (q; a). For example, in Fig. 1, let
q := q4, and let b be the shifted symbol. Then we can choose p := q0q4 and x := aa
because x can be derived from ’(p)=A. As desired, we obtain
(q0; aabz) |−−S (q0q1; abz) |−−S (q0q1q2; bz) |−−−−A→aa (q0q4; bz) |−−S (q0q4q6; z):
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Thus, our substring parser starts with all partial conEgurations of the form (q; az),
where q satisEes the above condition. Then, the algorithm alternately simultates the
shift and reduce operations of the LR parser. Clearly, at Erst a shift operation must be
simulated. Corresponding to the action an LR parser performs in such a situation, this
is simply done by pushing a new state (q; a) on every partial stack, where q denotes
the respective topmost state and a denotes the next input symbol. The input pointer is
then advanced to the next symbol. Thus, during the Erst shift simulation, every partial
conEguration (q; az) is replaced with (q(q; a); z). Later shift operations are handled in
the same way.
Between the two shift operations, the substring parser simulates the corresponding
reductions. Provided that the partial stack of a conEguration is large enough, this again
can be done in the usual way. For example, using Fig. 1, consider the conEguration
(q0q1q2; b). The LR parser then reduces the stack due to the rule A→ aa, and so
does our algorithm. The resulting conEguration afterwards is (q0q4; b). But when the
partial stack does not contain enough states, the algorithm has to take care about all
possible extensions of it. For example, let (q1q2; b) be the starting conEguration. Now
the reduction A→ aa cannot directly be handled because at least one state q is missing
at the stack bottom. Clearly, q1 must be accessible from q because the partial stack
always corresponds to a path in the LR-DFA. Thus, q must be equal to q0, and again
(q0q4; b) is the resulting conEguration. If q1 had been accessible from another state q′,
then the substring parser would have generated another conEguration (q′(q′; A); b). In
general, when there are r states missing in the stack and q is the bottom state, the
algorithm has to consider the states in −1(q; r), where the function −1 :Q×N0→ 2Q
is deEned as follows:
−1(q; r) := {q′ | ∃ ∈ V r: (q′; ) = q}:
Then for every q∈ −1(q; r), a new partial conEguration with the stack contents q(q; A)
is generated.
We now discuss the management of the partial conEgurations. The substring parser
maintains a directed labelled graph Gr=(V; E; l), where V , E and l denote a set of
vertices (or nodes), a set of edges, and a labelling function l :V →Q, respectively. The
graph structure consists of several trees, and the root nodes of these trees are collected
in a set T . We are exclusively interested in the maximum paths contained in the trees
(i.e., paths from leafs to root nodes), and therefore from now on, when speaking of
a path, we always mean a maximum one. Let p be such a path in Gr and let |p|
denote the length of p, i.e., the number of edges in it. Let si be the label of the ith
node, 16i6|p|+ 1. Finally, let y=y1y2, where y1 is the preEx read so far. Then p
represents all conEgurations (s; y2z) with the following two properties. Firstly, (s; y2z)
can be obtained by parsing the preEx xy1 of a sentence xy1y2z with the original LR
algorithm. Secondly, the labelling of p, deEned as l(p) := s1 : : : s|p|+1, is a su)x of s.
Conversely, every conEguration with the Erst property is represented by some path
in the graph. Hence, y1 is a substring of L(G) i< the graph is not empty. Furthermore,
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Fig. 2. The graph structure while parsing the substring ab.
a path p can be discarded from the graph if there exists another path p′ such that
l(p′) is a su)x of l(p).
Two alternately called procedures maintain the graph. The Erst one, shiftcommon-
symbol (SCS), changes the paths in the same manner as the LR algorithm changes
the stack portion of a conEguration due to a shift operation, i.e., a path that ends in a
root node labelled with some state q will be extended by a new node labelled with the
state (q; a), where a denotes the shifted symbol. The other procedure, reducestacks
(RS), simulates reduction operations in a similar way, i.e., for a reduction according
to some grammar rule A→ , at Erst the substring parser drops || nodes and edges
from the end of a path and then appends a new node labelled with (l(v); A), where v
is the last node of the path after the Erst step. When a path p contains fewer than ||
edges, it is necessary to replace p by several new short paths. Each of them consists
of two nodes, and the label q of the Erst node is a state in −1(l(v); || − |p|), where
v denotes the Erst node of p. As in the previous case, the state of the ending node
is (q; A). To avoid redundant work, each of these short paths can be produced only
once during one execution of RS.
The case Action=Error is simulated by simply deleting the corresponding path. The
algorithm terminates when either the complete input string has been read or every path
has been deleted. In the latter case, the part of the input string read so far is the longest
preEx representing a substring.
Fig. 2 shows the development of the graph when parsing the substring ab. In this
simple example, each tree always consists of only one single path. The vertices with
index T are the root nodes.
In order to obtain a linear-time complexity it is essential for the root nodes of the
trees to be labelled di<erently, and this is necessary for the children of any node as well.
Fig. 3. An example for merging two trees.
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Assume there are two trees with this property whose root nodes v1 and v2 are labelled
with the same state. As mentioned above, a certain set of conEgurations is represented
by these trees. The following procedure then merges them into one tree such that the
resulting tree has v1 as its root node and represents the same set of conEgurations.
The procedure uses the fact mentioned earlier that a path p can be removed from the
graph if there exists another path such that its labelling is a su)x of l(p).
Procedure MergeTrees(v1; v2) {
If v1 and v2 both have children Then {
Disconnect all children from v2 and delete v2;
For each former child c2 of v2 Do {
If v1 has a child c1 such that l(c1)= l(c2) Then
MergeTrees(c1; c2)
Else Let c2 become a child of v1;
}
} Else Remove both trees completely except for the single node v1;
}
As an example, let us assume we have an LR-DFA with at least nine states, and
the two trees on the left-hand side in Fig. 3 have been generated at some time. The
result from merging them is then shown on the right side.
The given facts lead to the following algorithm. It determines the index j of the
maximum preEx a1 : : : aj ∈ SS(G) of the input string a1 : : : an ∈+. Some program lines
are marked with a bar ( ) on their left sides. These lines correspond to the extension
that condenses the input string and are explained later in Section 6. For a moment
simply assume that these lines are not present.
1 Procedure ShiftCommonSymbol (SCS) {
M := ∅;
If |T |=1 Then h := h+ 1;
For v∈T Do { (∗ Extend all paths ending in v ∗)
5 If no node w∈M is marked with (l(v); ai), create and add it to M ;
Let v become a child of w;
}
T :=M ; i := i + 1;
} (∗ End of SCS ∗)
10
Procedure ReduceStacks (RS) {
M := ∅; For (q; q′)∈Q× (Q\{q0}) Do Flag Fq;q′ :=False;
While ∃v∈T Do { (∗ Process all paths ending in v ∗)
T :=T\{v};
15 If Action(l(v); ai)=Reduce(A→ ) Then { (∗ Reduce paths ∗)
If h¿|| And T ∪M = ∅ Then {
Replace the || symbols in front of ai by the single symbol A;
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If i = i′ Then { i′ := i; ClearStack(K); }
Push(K; A→ ); h := h− ||+ 1;
} Else h := 0;
R := {v}; j := ||;
While j¿0 And R = ∅ Do { (∗ Shorten all paths by at most || ∗)
T :=T ∪{(v; j) | v∈R is a leaf };
R′ := {v | v is a child of some node in R };
25 Remove all connecting edges between nodes in R and R′;
R :=R′; j := j − 1;
}
For (w; j)∈T Do { (∗ Generate new short paths ∗)
For q∈ −1(l(w); j) Do If Not Flag Fq;(q;A) Then {
30 Flag Fq;(q;A) :=True;
Create a new node v labelled with q and add v to R;
}
Remove node w;
}
35 For w∈R Do { (∗ Add the new state to all paths ∗)
Let w become the child of a new root node v labelled with (l(w); A);
If ∃v′ ∈T ∪M : l(v′)= (l(w); A) Then
MergeTrees(v′; v);
Else T :=T ∪{v};
40 }
} Else If Action(q; ai)=Error Then {
Remove the tree rooted in v completely from the graph;
} Else (i.e., Action(q; ai)=Shift) M :=M ∪{v};
}
45 T :=M ;
} (∗ End of RS ∗)
h := 0; ClearStack(K); (∗ Beginning of Main Program ∗)
i := 1; T := ∅;
50 For each q∈Q with Action(q; a1)=Shift Do
Create a new node v labelled with q and add v to T ;
While i¡n And T = ∅ Do { SCS; RS; }
If T = ∅ Then {
While Not Empty(K) Do {
Pop the top element A→  from K ;
Replace the single symbol A in front of ai by ;
}
Return(i − 1);
59 } Else Return(n); (∗ End of Main Program ∗)
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4. Correctness
We now prove the correctness of the algorithm.
Lemma 1. The above-assured properties of the graph (i.e.; it consists of trees; each
path consists of at least two nodes; the children of each node are di;erently labelled;
and so are the root nodes contained in T ) always hold before and after executing
SCS or RS. They also hold whenever line 13 is reached (i.e.; the main loop of RS
is about to be executed) except for the fact that the root nodes are then contained
in T ∪M and not in T alone.
Proof. By an easy analysis of the procedures SCS and RS, combined with a simple
induction.
For the next lemma, we need a deEnition that describes the history of a path during
the execution of the algorithm. More precisely, we inductively deEne an (m1; : : : ; mk)-
path as follows, where m1; : : : ; mk ∈{S}∪P. An ()-path is a path generated during the
For-loop of the main program. An (m1; : : : ; mk ; S)-path is an (m1; : : : ; mk)-path lenght-
ened by one node due to one execution of SCS. Finally, all paths resulting from an
(m1; : : : ; mk)-path p due to the simulation of a reduction corresponding to a rule A→ 
are (m1; : : : ; mk ; A→ )-paths. These paths are generated (possibly among others) dur-
ing one execution of the lines 21–40. Clearly, this implies that the ending node v of
p satisEes the condition in line 15. Also, note that m1 is always equal to S because
SCS is the Erst procedure being called.
Lemma 2. Let p be an (m1; : : : ; mr)-path and assume SCS has been executed i times.
Then there exists a partial stack s such that
(s; a1 : : : an) |−−−m1 · · · |−−−mr (l(p); ai+1 : : : an):
Proof. If r=0, then i=0 and we can choose s := l(p). For the induction step r→ r+1,
let p′ be the (m1; : : : ; mr)-path from which p has been constructed. From the induction
hypothesis we know there exists a partial stack s′ such that (s′; a1 : : : an) |−−−m1 · · · |−−−mr
(l(p′); ai′+1 : : : an), where i′ is the number of executions of SCS before the creation
of p.
We Erst assume mr+1 = S. Then p has been created due to a call to SCS and
p′ existed before the execution of this procedure. Let v be the ending node of p.
Obviously, from the For-loop in the main program and from the management of M in
RS, Action(l(v); ai′+1)=Shift. Hence,
(l(p′); ai′+1 : : : an) |−−S (l(p′)(l(v); ai′+1); ai′+2 : : : an):
Clearly, from the way SCS works, l(p)= l(p′)(l(v); ai′+1). Since i= i′ + 1, we thus
obtain our desired result by choosing s := s′.
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We now consider the case mr+1 =A→ . Before continuing, we recall the following
property of an LR-DFA:
Lemma 3. Let q∈Q; [A→X1 : : : Xi•Xi+1 : : : Xn; {w}]∈ q; j6i; and let q′ ∈ −1(q; j).
Then [A→X1 : : : Xi−j•Xi−j+1 : : : Xn; {w}]∈ q′ and
(q′; Xi−j+1 : : : Xi)= q:
Proof. Immediate from the deEnition of −1 and the construction of an LR-DFA.
Now let j := |p′|, and let v1; : : : ; vj+1 be the nodes of p′. From the deEnition of
p, vj+1 has fulElled the condition in line 15, i.e., Action(l(vj+1); ai′+1) is equal to
Reduce(A→ ) and therefore [A→ •; {ai′+1}]∈ l(vj+1). Assuming j¿||, we know
that only p is generated from p′, labelled with
l(p)= l(v1) : : : l(vj+1−||)(l(vj+1−||); A):
From Action(l(vj+1); ai′+1)=Reduce(A→ ) we also know that
(l(p′); ai′+1 : : : an)= (l(v1) : : : l(vj+1); ai′+1 : : : an)
|−−−−A→ (l(v1) : : : l(vj+1−||)(l(vj+1−||); A); ai′+1 : : : an)= (l(p); ai′+1 : : : an):
Since i= i′, we again simply choose s := s′. (In Lemma 5, we shall see the importance
of preserving s′.)
We now assume j¡||. Then p is a short path and consists of two nodes la-
belled with q and (q; A), where q is in −1(l(v1); || − j). Assume =X1 : : : X||.
Since l(v1)∈ −1(l(vj+1); j) and [A→ •; {ai′+1}]∈ l(vj+1), Lemma 3 shows that [A
→X1 : : : X||−j•X||−j+1 : : : X||; {ai′+1}] is contained in l(v1). Similarly, q∈ −1(l(v1);
|| − j) implies [A→ • ; {ai′+1}]∈ q. Let tm := (q; X1 : : : Xm−1), m=1; : : : ; || − j.
By applying Lemma 3 again, (t||−j; X||−j)= (q; X1 : : : X||−j)= l(v1). Thus
t1 : : : t||−jl(v1) : : : l(vj+1) is a partial stack. Hence, by the induction hypothesis
(t1 : : : t||−js′; a1 : : : an) |−−−m1 · · · |−−−mr (t1 : : : t||−jl(p′); ai′+1 : : : an):
(Note that t1 : : : t||−js′ is a partial stack as well because a parsing step never changes
the state at the stack bottom. Thus, the Erst state of s′ is equal to l(v1).) Since
Action(l(vj+1); ai′+1)=Reduce(A→ ), we also have
(t1 : : : t||−jl(p′); ai′+1 : : : an) |−−−−A→ (t1(t1; A); ai′+1 : : : an):
But t1 is equal to q and thus, t1(t1; A)= l(p). We therefore choose s to be equal to
t1 : : : t||−js′.
Lemma 4. Let (s1 : : : sr ; az) be some partial con9guration which satis9es the condi-
tion Action(sr; a)=Shift. Then there exists a string x∈∗ and a stack t such that
(q0; xaz) |−−∗ (ts1 : : : sr ; az).
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Proof. Let t be a path in the LR-DFA from q0 to some state q∈ −1(s1; 1) (if s1 = q0,
then let t := ). Then ts1 : : : sr is a path from q0 to sr , i.e., ’˜(ts1 : : : sr) is a viable preEx
of the grammar. Since the transition (sr; a) is deEned, we conclude that ’˜(ts1 : : : sr)a
is a viable preEx as well. Hence, it is possible to choose two strings x and y such that
S rm⇒ ∗’˜(ts1 : : : sr)ay rm⇒ ∗xay:
From the way an LR parser works, this implies (q0; xay) |−−∗ (ts1 : : : sr ; ay). Thus, since
the LR parser only has an one-symbol-lookahead,
(q0; xaz) |−−∗ (ts1 : : : sr ; az)
and this completes the proof.
Lemma 5. The substring parser algorithm always terminates.
Proof. Clearly, we only have to show that a call to RS always returns. Assuming
the opposite, the outer While-loop of RS obviously has to run forever. But Lemma 1
shows that |T | is bounded by |Q| at the beginning, and with each pass of the loop one
node is removed from T in line 14. Thus, since line 39 contains the only statement in
the loop that adds nodes to T , the part of RS that simulates a reduction for all paths
ending in some root node v∈T (lines 21–40) must be executed inEnite many times.
Since |T |6|Q|, there is at least one path from which many inEnite successor paths are
generated. Clearly, from the management of the Gags Fq;(q;A), the total number of short
successor paths is bounded by |Q|2− |Q|. Let p0 be the Erst path such that all further
successor paths p1; p2; : : : are not short paths. p0 itself is an (m1; : : : ; mr)-path for some
m1; : : : ; mr . By Lemma 2, we have ∃s: (s; a1 : : : an) |−−−m1 · · · |−−−mr (l(p0); ai+1 : : : an), where
i is the number of previous calls to SCS. By reviewing the corresponding part of the
proof of Lemma 2, we then conclude that
∃i ∃s ∀j: (s; a1: : :an) |−−−m1 · · · |−−−mr (l(p0); ai+1 : : : an) |−−R · · · |−−R
︸ ︷︷ ︸
j times
(l(pj); ai+1 : : : an):
Since m1 = S, we have Action(sr; a1)=Shift, where s= s1 : : : sr . Applying Lemma 4
yields
∃x ∃t: (q0; xa1 : : : an) |−−∗ (ts; a1 : : : an) |−−−m1 · · ·
|−−−mr (tl(p0); ai+1 : : : an) |−−R · · · |−−R · · · :
Thus, with the input string xa1 : : : an, the original LR parser would run forever as well.
This contradiction proves the lemma.
Lemma 6. If (q0; xa1 : : : an) |−−∗ (s1 : : : sj; ai+1 : : : an) for some x∈∗ and i∈{1; : : : ; n−
1}; then there occurs a path p during the ith execution of RS such that p is labelled
with a su=x of s1 : : : sj. More precisely; p is contained in the graph when reaching
line 13 at some point of time.
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Proof. Let r denote the number of parsing steps after shifting a1. If r=0; then sj−1
must be a state with Action(sj−1; a1)=Shift, and sj must be equal to (sj−1; a1).
Clearly, from the executed program code when reaching line 13 for the Erst time, there
exists a path with the labelling sj−1sj, i.e., this path satisEes the claim. Concerning the
induction step r→ r + 1, we know that (q0; xa1 : : : an) |−−∗ (t1 : : : tl; ai′+1 : : : an) |−− (s1
: : : sj; ai+1 : : : an), and there exists a path p′ when reaching line 13 at some point of
time during the i′th execution of RS, where l(p′)= tf : : : tl for some f. Let v∈T be
the last node of p′. Lemma 5 implies that v is eventually removed from T and thus,
p is processed at this point of time. Let us assume that the (r + 1)th parsing step is
a reduction that corresponds to a rule A→ . Then Action(tl; ai′+1)=Reduce(A→ ),
s1 : : : sj = t1 : : : tl−||(tl−||; A) and i= i′. The Erst of these facts implies that if ||6l−
f, then p′ is replaced by a new path p labelled with tf : : : tl−||(tl−||; A), thus p sat-
isEes the claim. Before reaching line 13 again, a call to MergeTrees possibly replaces
p by some shorter path labelled with a su)x of l(p), but then the claim still holds.
Now let us assume ||¿l− f. Then (v; || − l+ f) is contained in T when reaching
line 28, where v is the Erst node of p′. Since t1 : : : tl represents a path in the LR-DFA,
tl−|| ∈ −1(tf; || − l + f). Thus, from the management of the Gags Fq;(q;A), either
now a new short path p with l(p)= tl−||(tl−||; A) is generated, or such a path has
already been generated during the current execution of RS some time before. In both
cases, the claim again holds.
We now consider the case that the last parsing step is a shift operation. Then
Action(tl; ai′+1)=Shift, s1 : : : sj = t1 : : : tl(tl; ai′+1) and i= i′+1. Clearly, from the man-
agement of the set M , v∈T when RS returns. Thus, SCS and RS are both called again.
Since SCS converts p′ into a path p labelled with tf : : : tl(tl; ai′+1), the claim is again
correct because p is still present when entering RS. This completes the proof of the
induction step.
Theorem 7. The substring parser algorithm is correct.
Proof. Let i∈{2; : : : ; n}. We Erst show the following equivalence:
a1 : : : ai ∈ SS(G)
⇐⇒ There exists a path (i.e., T = ∅) after the (i − 1)th execution of RS.
If: Let p be an (m1; : : : ; mr)-path after the (i− 1)th execution of RS. By Lemma 2,
we know that
∃s1 : : : sr: (s1 : : : sr ; a1 : : : an) |−−−m1 · · · |−−−mr (l(v1) : : : l(vt); ai : : : an);
where v1; : : : ; vt are the nodes of p. Since vt ∈T must satisfy the condition Action(l(vt);
ai)=Shift when leaving RS, we obtain
∃x ∃t: (q0; xa1 : : : an) |−−∗ (ts1 : : : sr ; a1 : : : an) |−−−m1 · · · |−−−mr (tl(p); ai : : : an) |−−S · · ·
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by applying Lemma 4. Hence, the LR parser successfully reads the preEx xa1 : : : ai.
But an LR parser never shifts an errornous symbol. Thus, xa1 : : : ai is the preEx of
some sentence xa1 : : : aiy. Hence, a1 : : : ai ∈ SS(G).
Only If: Let a1 : : : ai ∈ SS(G), i.e., there exist two strings x and y such that xa1 : : :
aiy∈L(G). Thus, there also exist two stacks s; t such that
(q0; xa1 : : : aiy) |−−∗ (t; aiy) |−−S (s; y) |−−∗ · · · :
We also have (q0; xa1 : : : an) |−−∗ (t; ai : : : an) |−−S (s; ai+1 : : : an) because the LR parser
only has an one-symbol-lookahead. By Lemma 6, there occurs a path p during the (i−
1)th execution of RS such that l(p) is a su)x of t. In particular, the last node v of p is
labelled with the last state of t. Therefore, v fulElls the condition Action(l(v); ai)=Shift
and thus, p (or a su)x of it due to some call to MergeTrees) is still present when
returning from RS.
Clearly, by an easy analysis of the main program, the proven equivalence shows that
our substring parser works correctly.
5. Complexity
We now show that our algorithm runs in linear time relating to the length of the
calculated preEx of the input string.
Lemma 8. Let C := {k | ∃k ′; k ′′: k ′ |−−S k ′′ |−−∗ k} be the set of partial con9gurations
that result from shifting at least one symbol. Then there exists a constant K1 such
that the LR parser; starting with any partial con9guration contained in C; never
performs K1 consecutive reductions without decreasing the initial number of elements
on the stack.
Proof. Let k =(s; y)∈C. From the deEnition of C, there exist k ′=(t′; ay) and k ′′=
(t′′; y) such that k ′ |−−S k ′′ |−−∗ k. Moreover, when starting with k, let 7(k) denote the
number of reductions performed by the LR parser until either the next symbol is shifted,
the stack would contain less than |s| states after the next reduction, or an error occurs.
7(k) must be a Enite number because otherwise, by Lemma 4,
∃x ∃t: (q0; xay) |−−∗ (tt′; ay) |−−S (tt′′; y) |−−∗ (ts; y) |−−R · · · |−−R · · · :
Hence, in contrast to its properties, the LR parser would never terminate when parsing
the string xay.
Now let s= s1 : : : sr . Since a reduction corresponding to a rule A→  at Erst removes
|| states from the stack and then pushes a new state on its top, none of the 7(k) reduc-
tions discards any of the states s1; : : : ; sr−1 during its removal phase because otherwise,
the resulting stack would be shorter than the initial one. In particular, s1; : : : ; sr−2 are
never used for determining the pushed states. Thus, only sr−1 and sr have an inGuence
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over 7(k). Furthermore, except for the Erst symbol of y, 7(k) is not a<ected by y either
because the LR parser only has an one-symbol-lookahead. Hence, we can choose
K1 := max{7(k) | k ∈ C ∩ ((Q ∪ Q2)× )}+ 1:
The set (Q∪Q2)× is Enite, and thus, so is K1.
Lemma 9. Let I :=V\(T ∪M) denote the set of internal nodes when reaching the
start of the outer While-loop of RS (line 13) at some point of time. Then at least
one node is removed from I after at most K2 := |Q| · K1 + 1 additional executions of
this loop.
Proof. Let us Erst assume that a complete tree is deleted (line 41) during the next K2
executions. This implies that at least one path is completely removed from the graph.
Since the Erst node of a path is always internal, the lemma is proven in this case.
By Lemma 1, |T |6|Q| and |M |6|Q| and thus, the condition in line 43 cannot be
satisEed more than |Q| times. Hence, at least
K2 − |Q| = |Q|(K1 − 1) + 1
reduction simulations are performed. From the bound on T , there is some path p with
at least K1 such simulations. Thus, by Lemma 8, p must have been shortened in the
meantime, and this implies that at least one node v∈ I must have been deleted.
Lemma 10. The di;erence in the number of internal nodes before and after executing
RS is bounded by a constant.
Proof. Normally, the simulation of a reduction removes more nodes than generating
new ones. The only reductions that increase the length of a path by one node are
those corresponding to -rules, e.g. A→ . Thus, at most K1 − 1 such nodes can be
found at the end of each path because, as already seen, a path is getting shorter after
at most K1 reductions. From the structure of the graph when leaving RS, the ending
nodes of all paths are contained in T , the children of the ending nodes are children
of the nodes in T , and so on. By Lemma 1, not only T , but also any set of children
cannot contain more than |Q| nodes. Thus the number of the above-mentioned nodes
is bounded by |Q|+ |Q|2 + · · ·+ |Q|K1−1. The at most |Q| nodes in T are not internal
ones, but the former root nodes in T before executing RS may now be internal, thus
the given number is also a bound for the internal nodes. Hence, from the fact that the
generation of the short paths additionally produces at most 2(|Q|2 − |Q|) nodes, the
lemma is proven.
Theorem 11. Let j := max{i | a1 : : : ai ∈ SS(G)}. Then the time consumed by the al-
gorithm is bounded by O(j). In particular; the algorithm takes at most O(n) time.
Proof. SCS and RS are called for j − 1 times. Clearly, a call to SCS increases the
number of internal nodes by at most |Q|. Together with Lemma 10, this implies a total
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O(j) bound on the number of new internal nodes after returning from SCS and RS.
Thus, by Lemma 9, the number of executions of the outer While-loop of RS is also
bounded by O(j). Recalling the |Q| bound on |T | and on the number of children of
any node, it is easy to see that one instance of this loop can be executed in constant
time, ignoring the costs of deleting and merging trees (lines 38 and 42). Clearly, a call
to SCS only takes some constant time as well. Thus, there is an O(j) bound on the
total time consumed by the algorithm (still ignoring lines 38 and 42) and therefore, we
also have a linear bound on the total number of all generated nodes. This implies that
the deletion of all trees can be done in O(j) time, and moreover, the number of single
calls to MergeTrees(v1; v2) cannot exceed O(j) because such a call removes at least
the node v2. This completes the proof on the linear time bound of our algorithm.
6. Condensation of substrings
During the parsing process, an LR parser converts an input word w∈L(G) step by
step into the sentential forms that occur when generating the rightmost derivation of w.
More precisely, if (q0; xy) |−−∗ (s; y), then ’˜(s)y is such a sentential form, and it is
possible to derive x from ’˜(s). Similarly, the substring parser is able to convert the
already read preEx x of an input string w into a corresponding partial sentential form
, i.e.,  rm=⇒∗ x, and there exist some ;  such that ∈ S(G). This condensation
of x is advantageous if x must be parsed again later. For example, if x= abcde and
there are two productions A→ bc and B→Ad which must always be applied to derive
x, then the partial sentential form aBe can be processed more quickly than abcde
because two reductions are already done. Thus, it is useful to replace a substring with
its condensation whenever possible. Of course, this can only be done if the “stored”
reductions are always applied to the substring. We therefore restrict the conversion of x
into  by the condition ∀v; z: vxz ∈L(G)⇒ vz ∈ S(G). Thus, we do not want a partial
sentential form to depend on some special context strings v and z.
The condensation feature is realized by the program lines with a bar ( ) on their
left sides. The algorithm as before returns an index j corresponding to the calcu-
lated preEx a1 : : : aj, but moreover, this preEx is now replaced by an appropriate
condensation of it. The idea which supports the additional lines is as follows. Let
Pj(G) := {v | ∃z: va1 : : : ajz ∈L(G)}, and let us assume that the following C-condition
holds for some indices i; j with 16i6j6n:
∃s1; : : : ; sr ∈ Q ∀v ∈ Pj−1(G) ∃t ∈ Q∗ ∃k1; : : : ; kl ∈ ({ts1}Q+)× ∗:
(q0; va1 : : : an) ∗ (ts1; ai : : : an) |−− k1 |−− · · · |−− kl = (ts1 : : : sr ; aj : : : an):
Since k1; : : : ; kl ∈ ({ts1}Q+)×∗, it can be easily seen that beginning with (ts1; ai : : : an),
the state s1 is never removed from the stack. Therefore these transitions only depend
on the common state s1 and not on t. Thus, from the way an LR parser works,
when parsing a string va1 : : : ajz ∈L(G), the substring ai : : : aj−1 is always reduced
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to ’(s1 : : : sr). (Recall that the parser cannot look beyond the symbol aj because
of its one-symbol-lookahead.) Hence, va1 : : : ai−1’(s1 : : : sr)ajz ∈ S(G), and therefore
a1 : : : ai−1’(s1 : : : sr)aj is a condensation of a1 : : : aj.
The condensation algorithm detects whether the above C-condition holds, and, if
this is the case, changes the input string appropriately by replacing ai : : : aj−1 with
’(s1 : : : sr). This replacement is done step by step by applying the corresponding re-
ductions to the input list. The following two lemmas show how the detection is man-
aged. The Erst one implies a possibility to test whether the C-condition is true and is
a reEnement of Lemma 6.
Lemma 12. Let i∈{2; : : : ; n}; and let v∈∗ and y= a1 : : : an ∈¿2 be two strings
such that
(q0; va1 : : : an) |−−∗ (t; ai−1 : : : an) |−−S k1 |−− · · · |−− kl |−−S (t′; ai+1 : : : an);
where kj =(sj; ai : : : an); for j∈{1; : : : ; l}. Then there exists a path p in the graph
and an index j∈{1; : : : ; l} whenever reaching line 13 during the (i − 1)th execution
of RS such that l(p) is a su=x of sj.
Proof. Let f denote the total number of executions of the outer While-loop of RS, and
for b∈{1; : : : ; f+1}, let Gb be the graph and pb the corresponding path when reaching
line 13 for the bth time. We prove the lemma by an induction on b. Clearly, G1 only
consists of paths that result from shifting ai−1. From the proof of correctness, we
know that the lemma holds in this case with j=1. Now let us consider the induction
step b→ b + 1. By the induction hypothesis, there exists a path pb and an index jb
satisfying the lemma. Let v be the ending node of pb. During the next execution of
the outer While-loop, possibly pb is not considered. Then we can choose pb+1 :=pb
and jb+1 := jb. If pb is replaced by another path due to the simulation of a reduction,
then we can choose this path as pb+1 and jb+1 := jb + 1 because l(pb+1) must be a
su)x of sjb+1. Note that in both cases, a call to MergeTrees possibly deletes pb+1,
but then there must be a path that is labelled with a su)x of l(pb+1), and thus we
can then choose this shorter path as pb+1.
Finally, we consider the case that pb is completely removed from the graph and
there does not exist a suitable path for satisfying the lemma afterwards. This cannot
result from an execution of line 42 because Action(l(v); ai) is either Shift or Reduce.
Thus, this case is only possible if the generation of an appropriate new short path
pb+1 fails due to the violation of the condition in line 29, where the two states of
pb+1 match the last two states of sjb+1. But then pb+1 must have been created some
time before, i.e., there exists some c∈{1; : : : ; b} such that pb+1 existed in the graph
before executing the main loop for the cth time. Now we can restart the induction,
beginning with b= c. Since this case is only possible for at most |Q|2− |Q| times, we
Enally succeed in proving the existance of pb+1 and jb+1.
Let us now assume that SCS has been called i − 1 times, and there only exists
one root node w in the graph when reaching line 13 at some point of time. Then,
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by Lemma 12, for every v∈Pi(G) there is some path p in the graph such that
∃t′ ∈Q∗: (q0; va1 : : : ai) |−−∗ (t′l(p); ai). (Note that ai will be shifted some time later
because va1 : : : ai is a preEx of a sentence of G and the parser only has an one-symbol-
lookahead.) But every path in the graph ends with s1 := l(w), and thus we know that
the following special case of the C-condition is true whenever there is only one root
node:
∃s1 ∈ Q ∀v ∈ Pi(G) ∃t ∈ Q∗: (q0; va1 : : : ai) |−−∗ (ts1; ai):
From the discussion at the beginning of this section, it is easy to see that the
C-condition remains valid as long as the common state s1 is not popped o< the stack,
i.e., as long as the node w is not removed from the graph. From the way the graph is
maintained, it then follows that all paths will always end in a common part that starts
with w, and only this part is altered during this time. We now show that the length of
this common path is always contained in the variable h.
Lemma 13. When there is only one root node v in the graph; the variable h contains
the length of the common su=x of all paths. If there is more than one root node;
then h is equal to zero.
Proof. h must be set to zero (line 48) while initializing the graph (lines 50–51) because
the graph only consists of single nodes. When calling SCS, h must be increased by
one in the case that there is only one root node because this procedure then appends
a new node to it. Otherwise, h must remain zero even if there is only one root node
afterwards (line 3). Now we consider a call to RS. Clearly, h must be changed during
an execution of the outer While-loop only if the condition in line 15 is true. Since
a reduction corresponding to a rule A→  Erst removes || nodes from a path and
then creates a new one, h must be decreased by || − 1 (line 19), but only if ||6h
(line 16). Otherwise, there does not exist a common path any more after the removal
of the || nodes, and thus h must be reset to zero (line 20). Note that the condition
T ∪M = ∅ in line 16, which is used to test whether there is exactly one root node in
the graph, is correct because one node has been removed from T before (see line 14).
We now explain some more of the remaining lines of our condensation algorithm.
We already know that as long as there is only one root node in the graph, all reductions
that are made in the meantime are common to all paths and thus they can be applied
to the input string as well. For one single rule A→ , the corresponding modiEcations
of the input string are done in line 17. In order to implement these modiEcations
e)ciently, the input string should be administered as a double-chained-list.
As we have mentioned earlier, the common reductions that are applied to the input
string lead to a valid condensation, but only if the next input symbol is shifted some
time later. When using a canonical LR parser, we do not have to care about this
problem because such a parser is known to never perform a reduction if the next
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symbol causes an error. But non-canonical parsers (e.g. SLR parsers) may still perform
some wrong reductions before detecting the error situation. Since the substring parser
has no possibility to detect in advance whether the next symbol can be shifted or not,
it stores every reduction from the last shift operation on in a stack K such that these
reductions can be undone when necessary. More precisely, the stack K is maintained
in the following way. At the beginning, K is cleared in line 48. Then all reductions
that a<ect the input list are pushed onto K in line 19. Since all these reductions are
deEnitely correct when the next symbol is shifted, they never need to be undone in this
case and thus, they can be discarded from K . This is guaranteed by the management
of the additional index i′ in line 18. The additional While-loop in lines 54–57 restores
the part of the list that was changed during the last reductions. Clearly, this is only
necessary if the condition in line 53 is true because otherwise the complete input string
has been successfully shifted and therefore all reductions are correct. It is easy to see
that the loop pops one reduction after another from K and restores the list step by step.
Therefore, the Enally calculated condensation is always correct. Note that the rest of
the algorithm is not a<ected by the condensation part because it has no inGuence over
the graph structure. Furthermore, from the time complexity of the original algorithm,
we know that the total number of rules pushed onto K cannot exceed O(j), where
a1 : : : aj is the calculated preEx of the input string. The time consumed by the While-
loop in lines 54–57 is therefore as well bounded by O(j). Since the additional lines
16–20 only take some constant time, the total O(j) time bound of the algorithm is
still valid.
When implementing the program, recall that the stack K is not necessary if the
substring parser uses a canonical LR(1)-DFA.
7. Recognizing substrings of LR(k) languages
In this section, we Erst show that with some minor modiEcations, our substring
parser can even be used with canonical LR(k) languages, where k¿1. Later, we also
discuss the case of non-canonical LR(k) languages. Canonical LR(k) languages are
easier to handle because their parsers have the valid-pre9x property, i.e., after parsing
the preEx x of some input string xy and assuming that q is the current state on the stack
top, Action(q; yk) =Error i< xyk is the preEx of some sentence in L(G), where yk
denotes the Erst k symbols of y. In the context of our substring recognizing problem,
this means that when our algorithm returns, the next k − 1 unshifted symbols also
belong to the longest preEx in SS(G). (The next k unshifted symbols do not belong
to it because they were responsible for the Action function to fail.)
The modiEed algorithm works as follows. Let w= a1 : : : an be the input string. At
Erst, the maximum preEx x of a1 : : : ak−1 is determined such that x∈ SS(G). If |x|¡k−1
(or |w|¡k), then clearly there is nothing left to do. Otherwise, we start our previous
algorithm with three modiEcations. Firstly, wherever the function Action is used, the
next k symbols must be used for the lookahead string. Secondly, the condition i¡n
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in line 52 must be replaced by i¡n− k + 1. And Enally, the returned index must be
increased by k − 1. This leads to the following algorithm.
j := 1;
While j¡k And j6n And a1 : : : aj ∈ SS(G)∩j Do j := j + 1;
If j= k And n¿k Then {
Execute the previous algorithm with the above mentioned modiEcations;
Return(j + k − 1); (∗ where j is returned by the original algorithm ∗)
} Else Return(j − 1);
The correctness and the linear complexity can be proven in nearly the same way as
before. Note that the sets SS(G)∩i, for i∈{1; : : : ; k − 1}, can be precalculated from
the canonical LR(k)-DFA (Q;; ; q0; F) of G because SS(G)∩i equals
{w ∈ i | ∃q ∈ Q ∃[A→ •; {x}] ∈ q ∃y; z ∈ ∗: x = ywz}:
The new algorithm is not correct when using LR-DFAs of non-canonical LR(k) parsers,
e.g. SLR(k) parsers, because these parsers do not have the valid-preEx property. In
fact, after the modiEed original algorithm returns with an index j, we only know that
a1 : : : aj ∈ SS(G) and a1 : : : aj+k =∈ SS(G). However, we are able to present a solution to
this problem even in this case.
Clearly, for every w∈ SS(G) there exists a string y∈6k−1 such that either y∈k−1
and still wy∈ SS(G), or y∈¡k−1 and wy is a su)x of a sentence xwy∈L(G). The
idea now is to apply the modiEed algorithm to the new input string w′ :=wy. Note
that if y∈k−1, then the algorithm accepts at least the preEx w because the lookahead
of the substring parser always contains a substring of wy as long as the last symbol of
w has not yet been shifted, and this will never happen due to the modiEed condition
i¡n−k+1 in line 52. In the other case, i.e., y∈¡k−1, the substring parser completely
accepts wy because otherwise the corresponding original LR parser would refuse to
accept sentences of G that end with wy. Thus the returned pointer j corresponds to
the last symbol of w or to one symbol of y i< w∈ SS(G). Unfortunately, since y is
unknown, we in general have to perform this test for all strings y∈6k−1.
By using this method, we can check whether w := a1 : : : aj+	k=2
 is a substring or
not. Clearly, with additional O(log k) interval halvings we can then determine the
exact solution. Note that while the complexity of this algorithm is still O(j), there are
possibly O(2k log k) executions of the original algorithm, and thus this method does
not seem to be practical if k is not small.
8. Conclusion
We have presented a linear-time-bounded algorithm for recognizing and condens-
ing substrings of LR(k) languages. Practical experience has shown that this substring
parser is nearly as fast as the corresponding normal LR parser. The substring parser
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has primarily been developed in order to generate a new algorithm for syntax error
correction and recovery. This algorithm depends on the ideas of Richter [5] and di-
vides an incorrect program into several parts such that on one hand each part contains
at least one syntax error, but on the other hand a shorter substring of any part does
not contain any syntax errors. This is easily done by Erstly determining the longest
error-free preEx of the program, and then secondly using the substring parser on the
rest of the program to calculate the next part. The second step is then repeated until the
complete program is analysed. Usually, the syntax errors can be found at the borders
of the parts, and contrary to Richter’s opinion, numerous tests with sample programs
that contained many di<erent errors have shown that it is possible to obtain very good
corrections by using the substring parser on three or more successive parts, where one
part contains a trial correction and the other ones supply some context information.
The length of the determined preEx then represents the quality of the tested correction.
By condensing the di<erent parts with the extension presented in Section 4, it is even
possible to give the programmer an overview of the structure of his program. For ex-
ample, running the substring parser with a standard PASCAL grammar and the input
string
If i = 1 Then i := i + 1; Else i := 0;
generates the following output:
If BooleanCondition Then Statement;
Since this is the longest preEx of the input string that represents a substring of some
correct PASCAL program, the programmer knows that an error occurs when appending
the keyword Else (a semicolon followed by Else is incorrect). Also, the condition and
the statement which are both meaningless in this special form are replaced by their
more abstract grammar variables.
The resulting algorithm is fast and has several advantages over other correction
methods, e.g. the advantage of never detecting spurious errors. Details will be published
elsewhere.
Appendix A. The problems in the substring parser of Bates and Lavie
In [2], Bates and Lavie also present a substring parser for LR grammars. But unfor-
tunately, both the correctness and the linear complexity are proven incorrectly, as we
shall now demonstrate (familiarity with [2] is assumed).
We again use the SLR(1) grammar given in the second section as an example. Let
c=(q3; b) be a partial conEguration. Since there is only one path from q0 to q3 in
Fig. 1, there exists as well only one conEguration such that c is an inner part of it.
This conEguration is (q0q1q2q3; b) and results from shifting the symbol “a” three times:
(q0; aaab) |−−S (q0q1; aab) |−−S (q0q1q2; ab) |−−S (q0q1q2q3; b):
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Clearly, the next conEguration then results from a reduction corresponding to the rule
A→ aa:
(q0q1q2q3; b) |−−−−A→aa (q0q1q5; b):
By using the notions introduced in [2], these facts can be written as
c= ([q3]; b; 1); M (c) = ([q0; q1; q2; q3]; aaab; 4);
next(M (c)) = {([q0; q1; q5]; aaab; 4)}:
Now we determine the set next(c). Clearly, LONG(A)= {q4; q5}. Since the right-
hand side of the rule A→ aa is longer than the current stack in c, we conclude
that next(c) results from a long reduction. By DeEnition 6 in [2], we have next(c)=
{([q4]; b; 1); ([q5]; b; 1)}. There again is only one path from q0 to q4, namely q0q4, and
only one path from q0 to q5, namely q0q1q5. Moreover, the corresponding conEgura-
tions may only result from the following parsing steps:
(q0; aab) |−−S (q0q1; ab) |−−S (q0q1q2; b) |−−−−A→aa (q0q4; b)
(q0; aaab) |−−S (q0q1; aab) |−−S (q0q1q2; ab) |−−S (q0q1q2q3; b) |−−−−A→aa (q0q1q5; b):
Thus, we have M (next(c))= {([q0; q4]; aab; 3); ([q0; q1; q5]; aaab; 4)}. The Simulation
Lemma (Lemma 6) claims that M (next(c))= next(M (c)), where C denotes any set
of stack conEgurations. Therefore, with C := {c}, this lemma is obviously wrong. But
then the complete proof of correctness is no longer valid, either.
The complexity analysis given in [2] is correct for grammars without -rules, i.e.,
rules of the form A→ . But Section 4:2, where the analysis is extended to grammers
which include such rules, contains a severe error. Lemma 15 states that in every
sentence of any LR grammer G, the number of hidden epsilons between two nonepsilon
terminal symbols is always bounded by some constant that only depends on G. But it
is possible to present a counterexample. Let G be the following grammar:
S → Ab; A→ aAB | c; B→ :
G is LR(0), and it is easy to see that L(G)= {akckb | k ∈N0}. Clearly, this contradicts
Lemma 15. But then the rest of the complexity analysis is also incorrect.
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